GEnie, Jeanne? queries Dave Bridges
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JUMPING JEHOSHAPHAT

That’s right, FOUR candidates, fanzine fen all. I met
’em now you get to choose (tough call, believe me).
So, reproduce these ballots, get out the vote. Early
and Often - you may change your vote on the ballot
(after I cash the check) but I have to know before
5:00 pm on the date of THE VOTING DEADLINE
- MAY 1,1993. Sorry, no fax, no modem, no net
(yet). Mail or phone as above.
• P.O.Box 611 is for bulk mailing purposes ONLY*
OGEE

How about that Glasgow bid? So, Confrancisco and a
TAFF delegate from Europe, then what? I like Pam
Wells’ suggestion to change the TAFF schedule so
that a North American goes to Glasgow. With as
many people nominated, and worthy, in Europe this
round, why not give them another go at North
America’s Conada (Winnipeg ‘94)? Tell me what
you think. I don’t mind a long stint at Administrating,
just talk to me. Bill Bodden says I ought to ask for a
donation before listening to any suggestions ...

I’ve been getting addicted to GEnie, in particular
their Science Fiction Round Table bulletin board.
Damon Knight is one of the most charismatic people
there, but we have Joe Haldeman, PNH, TNH and a
lot of others. Great fun, but, very addictive.
I do have a question appertaining to my in
volvement in both TAFF and the SFRT. The SFRT is
a place where people who are interested in SF hang
out. Some are fannish fans, some are media fans, and
some are just folk. Yet a fair number will be attend
ing the convention ...
What I want to know is how the SFRT would
stand as a fan organization with regard to voting in
TAFF. I’m thinking of where it says “If you think
your name may not be known to the TAFF adminis
trators ...” or however the hell that bit is worded.
It reads “ease give the name and address of an
active fan (not a fan group, a candidate or their
nominator)..”!’d rather have a personal reference.
You, or PNT or a local like Lenny Bailes make
sense. General Electric Network doesn’t Chuq von
Rospatch auctioned a copy of Mike Resnicks
“Redbeard” on GEnie and sent in the $25 proceeds.
It counts by me.
And also, if I uploaded a voting form complete
with my name on the bottom as its originator, would
such a printout be accepted as a legal voting form?
GEnie had a downloadable file that was valid for the
recent Hugo Awards. How does TAFF fair on this
front?
No problem. It’s been done. The ballot asks for
verbatim reproduction - but no one rejected those
with the glaring typo I produced. Do you want to
send in a disc for an official text copy?
The only real problem I see with this is, it’s
not, Mondo 2000 aside, internationally interactive.
I think people want to see the fanzine appearances.
GEE WHIZ

Thanks to these intrepid Magicon Auctioneers,
(and those who bought from them) who raised over
$275 for TAFF: Richard Brandt, Moshe Feder, Ellen
Franklin, Andy Hooper, Peter Larsen, Michelle
Lyons, Spike Parsons, Geri Sullivan, Art Widner and
Roger Weddall (whom, I am told, was Mr. Personal
ity at the event, leading DUFF to pocket $546.30).
Further more, Geri Sullivan and the Magicon
fan lounge raised $54.36, and after Geri went back to
Minneapolis, by golly she auctioned off $165.50
worth of stuff and sold $40 worth of TAFF t-shirts.
Gosh, thanks too, Ditto 4 for your $50 donation!

GENUINE ARTICLE

The mail auction. Send in your bids to P.O.
Box 982 Glen Ellen, Ca. 95442-0982 USA with a
post card, and I will appraise you of it’s status. You
procrastinators out there the deadline for last minutes
phone bids on this auction will be January 20,9:00
p.m. Pacific Standard Time.
• Please note: Pam Wells will take bids on Rounds
1 and 2 for European TAFF until Easter 1993 •

In his Hyphen: The Less Than Compleat
Catalog Richard Brant writes,

Published ‘in the fleeting interval between issues of
SLANT,’ as Walter Willis wrote in the first issue,
HYPHEN reigned for one spectacular decade as the
supreme fannish fanzine on either side of the Atlan
tic. Madeleine Willis coined the onomatopoeic title;
their associates over the years included token Brit
Chuch Harris, James White, John Berry, George
Charters, Ian MacAulay, and the irreplaceable Arthur
Thomson. These particular issues are from Thom
son’s collection.
ITEM #1 HYPHEN #8, April 1954. Cover by art
editor Bob Shaw. 30 pp. Mai Ashworth contributes
an all-purpose snide con report. Chuch Harris’s:
Random” continues his running feud with James
White (dragging James’s poor fiancee Peggy into it).
Vin0 Clarke’s “Grunch” touts the latest reproductive
technology, Bob Shaw weighs the perils of collect
ing, and there’s an especially lively lettercol. The
bacover is devoted, as always, to “Eavesdroppings”,
quotes gleaned gloriously out-of-context from
correspondence and conversation (“I WORKED ON
HER MOST OF THE NIGHT AND GOT INK ALL
OVER THE WALLS”). Hyphen’s reprint supple
ment, TOTO, presents a 1942 Spaceways contribu
tion on a day in the life of a skiffy writer, the by-line
is “Lyle Monroe”.
........ Minimum bid $10.
Proceeds will be shared with ATom’s family.
Thanks Mr. B for words on Hyphen 8. I’m not much
on reviewing, but some things came home with me...
ITEM # 2 SALIIROMANIA 5 Sept 1991. In which
Michael Ashley remarks “the thing that’s wrong with
the parrot squawk of “fanzine fandom is dying” is
that it is just a theory. (A bit like Marxism. Remem
ber that?)” Fanzine reviews. Seriously lurid and
tasteless cover. Will come in brown paper wrapper.
........ Minimum $1.00

Also from the bottom of my suitcase and the not too
distant past, is the historically interesting,
ITEM # 3 ELECTION SPECIAL by Abigail Frost.
Produced, but not distributed in the USA for her 1991
TAFF bid. (two one sheet issues.) “I say, it doesn’t
say anything about layout, does it? Couldn’t we put
my platform in huge great letters and the others in 6pt
- - no, 5pt? And you can get these scratch and sniff
inks now, print mine in Shalimar, no, Miss Dior and
Pam’s in Stale Curry and Bruno’s in Boiled Cab
bage?” Withstands the test of time.
........ Minimun bid $1.00

•Needed to auction for the next newsletter - old zines
featuring Ashely Watkins and Tony Berry •
•Equal Opportunity Embarassment*

And Still Available, prices postpaid:
TransAtlantic Hearing Aid
D.Langford $5
Flatten Stories
by Dave Langford $4
Fanthology 87
edited by R Brandt $5
A Fans’ Christmas In Ireland W. Willis
and fannish neighbors. Art by Stu Shiftman.
Limited & numbered edition.
........ $6

BUTTON«TACK
The Rick Sneary Memorial Fanzine
Features, in addition to reprints of Rick’s writings,
articles and commentary by Robert Bloch, Redd
Boggs, Marion Zimmer Bradley, Ed Cox, Bill Ellem,
Dick Eney, Don Franson, Mike Glyer, Dean A
Grennell, John Hertz, Frank Kelly Freas, Robert
Lichtman, Ethel Lindsay, Mark Manning, Len
Moffatt, Art Rapp, William Rostler, Roy Tackett,
Harry Warner Jr, Walt Willis and Stan Woolston.
Artwork by Terry Carr, Charles Lee Jackson II,
William Rostler, ATom and Bjo Trimble. 58 pages,
photo cover, co-edited by John Hertz, June and Len
Moffatt and published with Ed Cox. Proceeds from
the sale of “Button • Tack” go to TAFF. (Over $180
so far.) This prodution says all there is to say about
fanzine fandom supporting TAFF... Thank you all!
To Order Your Copy: write a $5 check to “Jeanne
Bowman” but mail it to Moffatt House, Box 4456,
Downey, Ca. 90241. Len and June will send your
copy and forward the cheques.

TAFFERVESCENT 6
This is. the newsletter that announces the race to elect a successor to current European TAFF
administrator Pam Wells, still resident at 24A Beech Rood, Bowes Pork, London, NII 2DA despite

strenuous efforts to sell up and move. Telephone 081 889-0401 This issue doted November 1992.

The race is on to elect the next European TAFF representative, and I’m delighted to announce
that you lucky voters hove a choice between four excellent candidates, any of whom would moke
on excellent delegate. As usual, it’s a shame that there will hove to be losers, and this race will

see more of them than has been the cose in recent years. I’m delighted to be able to present
such a strong and varied range of candidates, and hope that such a brood field will encourage
a huge number of voters to dedare their preferences.

As you will see from the ballot form, the write-in vote has been discontinued, and a new option
of *No Preference’ has been added. This allows voters to participate in the race even if they
do not wish to choose between the candidates, and provides on alternative to holding over the
trip. In the some way that Hold Over Funds’ represents ’none of the above candidates’, so Wo
Preference’ represents ’any of the above candidates’. Any *No Preference’ votes will be counted

in the overall voting totals, but will not affect the vote tollies for individual candidates nor count
towards their 20% minimum requirements.
।
correspondence about the abolition of the write-in vote or the position
of TAFF on mainland Europe,, except for a very pertinent comment from Matthias Hoffman asking
how many copies of TAFFERVESCENT get sent to non-Brits. Touche! I arranged to distribute a
number of extra copies of TAFFERVESCENT 5 via Bridget Wilkinson with the Fans Across The World
Newsletter, and hope to continue with tiiis practice. I have also agreed to write an article about
TAFF for Roelof Goudriaan’s excellent newszine Shards of Babel, which has a wide European
readership. Beyond this, I don’t hove any further ideas for widening my moiling catchment, bearing
in mind that I don’t wont to waste TAFFs money by sending issues of its newsletter to people with

no interest in the fund. Perhaps something can be made of the TAFF in Europe’ issue at next year’s
Eurocon, which happens to coindde with the British Eastercon, Helicon, in Jersey. Ill be in touch
with their committee between now and then to see if they’d like this on their programme.

A couple of programme items which hove already been confirmed will take place at this year’s
Novacon (where most of you will be receiving this newstetter). On Sunday afternoon, I will be
interviewing the candidates in the current race and inviting the audience to odd their questions.
There will also be the now-traditional TAFF auction on Sunday night - this year to be shared with
GUFF and Fons Across The World. If you read this before Novacon and have any items to donate
towards the (Miction, please bring them dong. You can state which fund the proceeds should go
to, or whether they should be split across dl the funds.
As many of you will know, the 1995 Worldcon is to be held in Glasgow. If the TAFF races continue
os at present, the race that year will be from Europe to North America. I would like to suggest
that a change is made to this schedule, to dlow for a North American TAFF delegate to come to
Glasgow. My preference for managing this would be to run next year’s race from Europe to North

America ogdn, dlowing the winner to attend a Worldcon in Canada instead of the USA, and

postponing the next North America to Europe race until 1995. There ore undoubtedly other ways
in which this problem can be solved, and I shall be discussing the alternatives with all the current
candidates and the North American administrator, Jeanne Bowman. If you hove any strong
feelings on this subject, please contact me as soon os possible. Although not strictiy my
responsibility, there won’t bo much time for discussion available to my successor if the next North
America to Europe race is to continue os usual, nominations are likely to close before the next
European winner has completed their trip.

After complaining last time that interest in the TAFF mail auctions was slight, I now have to eat

my words and express my gratitude and amazement to all of you who hove placed bids in lost
time’s First Round (the Second Round this time). I will therefore continue with the mail auction
and encourage my successor to keep it going as well, unless interest starts to wane again.
The first completed round of auction items raised a total of £6150, although some of this has yet
to be received. Will those of you who have not paid yet please take this os a reminder - you
know who you ore. To summarise, the set of GROSS ENCOUNTERS went to Robert Lichtman for
£6, the collection of Dave Bridges fanzines went to Paul Vincent for £6, SMALL FRIENDLY DOGs

15,16,17,18,19,20 and 22 went to Kim Huett for £3 each, INDIAN SCOUT 21 went to Paul Vincent
for £5, IZZARD 9 went to Mork Nelson for £3, the first FEAPA mailing went to Mark Nelson for £10,
and issues 4,4.5 and 5 of ZIMRI went to Horry Bond for £3.50 each.
The current balance in the coffers of European TAFF is £1,474.59. TAFF would like to thank the
members of the Birmingham Science Fiction Group for spending £35.52 at the TAFF auction in
August, John Dollmon, Dove Longford, Dortoll Pordoe, Nick Shears and Cyril Simso for donations
of material, all Moil Auction participants, and all the current candidates and their nominators
for being part of what looks set to become a very exciting race.

Now on to the Moil Auction again, with the return of Direct Soles listed at the end. A reminder of
the rules: Direct Sate items will be supplied on a first come, first served basis. Auction items will
be listed in three issues of TAFFERVEbCENT before a winner is announced. Bids may be made by
moil or phone, and if I receive two bids for the some amount, 111 take the one I received first
When the third round figures hove been printed and a deadline for final bids set current winners
will be contacted if their bids hove been beaten, to see if they wish to place a higher bid.
Anyone wishing to receive continued updates of bids should send me a stomped, self-odddressed
envelope (with British postage stomps to the correct value). Payment for Direct Sole or Moil
Auction items may be mode In US Dollars to Jeanne Bowman if this is more convenient os a rough
guide, tite dollar amount will be about twice the sterling figure; perhaps a little more if postage
by air is required. 1*1 let you know the dollar equivalent if this is how you would prefer to pay.
Please contact me if you have any queries.
Auction Items: First Round
L FANTHOLOGY1981, edited and publshed by Patrick Nielsen Hayden, first printing: Summer 1982. Cover by Richard
m^rin® by[Teresa Nielson Hayden, Bhob Stewart, Ted White and Sylvia Doos White. Articles
by Aids Advene, Chris Atkinson, led White, Avedon Carol, Eric Mayer, Kevin Smith, John Bangsund, Chris Priest, Dove
Langford and Greg Benford, from Venom, Tappen, Pong, Harlot, Groggy, Dot, Warhoon, Energumen and Boonfark.
Together with on introduction by Patrick Molson Hayden, a superlative collection of fonwritlng. Minimum bid: £5.

2. NAPALM IN THE MORNING: Issues 1,2 and 3 of this porsonoblno by Joseph Nicholas, pubBshod in 1980 and 198L Buy
these and seo whether Joseph reafly did write ail that KTF stuff everybody still accuses him of. (Oh damn, hell give me
hoi for using a preposition to end that lost sentence wlthl) To be sold as o sot Minimum bld: £3.

3. TALE FROM THE SLAG HEAP, edited by Abigail Frost and Hohn Starkey, 1984. A groat piece of time-binding, not to
mention gossip, and That Cover-- which Is a decidedly dodgy version of the Fonnlsh Relationships Diagram which swept
through British party fandom in 1984. Ah, such memories! Minimum bid: £L
4. MOOD 70, an anthology of British fonwritlng produced for the 1979 Woridcon (Seocon 79), edited by Kevin Smith.
Proving that only mon could write docent stuff in the 70s, It contains articles by Graham Charnock, Malcolm Edwards, Rob
Holdstock, Leroy Kettle, Dove Longford, Peter Nicholls and Grog Pickersglll. Pretty much o tribute to Rot Fandom. A4,
very neatly produced, litho printed and sRp-bound. Minimum bid: £3.

Four issues of TWENTYTHIRD by Jimmy Robertson, and If I could work out the Issue numbers I’d tell you whot they ore.
Oh, OK then, Issues 5,6,8 and 9. Jimmy Robertson’s unique style mokes these well worth getting If you haven’t got them
already. To be sold as a sot Minimum bld: £3.

6. NABU, issues 8,9,10 and H, edited by Ian Moule (remember him?). Classic seventies genzine, duplicated on coloured
quarto paper, cover art by Jim Barker, Stu Shiftman ot al, minimal internal art. Issue 11 contains on insert of the Gannet
Fandom Family Tree. Issues to bo sold separately. Minimum bld: £150 each.

Auction Items: Second Round
L

FANCYCLOPEDIA II edited and puHBshed by Dick Eney, first edition, copy number 216 of 45a Published In 1959. Some
200 pages of definitions of fonnish words, with around 30 illustrations, dearly a collector’s item. Minimum bid: £15.
BIDS RECEIVED Mark Nelson £25, Chris Suslowicz £25.

2. The first 19 issues of LES SPINGE, edited by Ken Cheslin, Dove Hole and Dorroll Pardoe. 1959-1967. Many fan articles;
on-stendl artwork, including much by ATom. A slice of historyl To be sold as a set Minimum bid: £12. BIDS RECEIVED
Chuck Connor £15, David Rowe £20, Chris Suslowicz £30, Chuck Connor £35, Rog Peyton £38, Chris Suslowicz £50.
3. The masters of FUCK THE TORIES. Five sets of masters from which the issues 4 to 8 were produced. Articles and artwork
pasted up and ready for copying. Edited by Joseph Nicholas and Judith Hanna. Each issue to be sold Individually.
Minimum bid: £2 eadi.
4. SIMULACRUM 8, edited by Victorio Voyne, December 1978. "The Doomsday Issue*. Expertly duplicated Canadian
Jenzine, with artides by Victoria Voyne, Tarai, Don D’Ammassa, Bon Indick and Al Sirois among others, and artwork by
tu Shiftman, Horry Bed, Tarai, Bill Rotsler, Jim Barker, Alexis Gilliland, Andy Porter et al. Some excellent use of coloured
duplicator inks. Minimum bld: £4.
5. THE PATCHIN REVIEW no. 5, Oct-Dec 1982. "The inside guide to science fiction* edited by Charles Platt Features Brion
Aldiss, Piers Anthony, Philip K. Dick, Jody Scott and Donald A. Wollheim. AS, dupBcoted. Includes artwork and
photographs. Minimum bid: £4.
6. BAYCON Program Book - the programme book of the 26th World Science Fiction Convention held in the BerkeleyOakland area of California In 1968. Guest of Honour Philip Jose Former, Fan GoH Wolter J. Daugherty, Toastmaster
Robert Silverberg, Hugo awards presided over by Harlan Ellison. 120pp, AS. Minimum bid: £5. BIDS RECEIVED
Robert Lichtman £6.

7. Bibliography of Fritz Leiber, 1934-1979, compiled by Chris Morgan. First edition of 1000 copies, published August 1979.
36pp, AS. Includes centre-spread photos of book jackets. Minimum bld: £3. BIDS RECEIVED Dave Mooring £15.

Auction Items: Third Round
L

EGG by Peter Roberts, issues 7 (March 1973) ond 11 (May 1978). "The official journal of aardvark fans*. Nicely
produced yenzine, in the forefront of British fandom in the seventies. Issue 7 contains material by Eric Bentdiffe,
Ian Williams, John Brosnan, Harry Bed and others, issue 11 contains the first couple of diopters of Peter Roberts' 1977
TAFF trip report Issues to be sold separately. Minimum bid: £5 each.

2. DNQ 34 by Tarai Wayne. Huge but perfectly formed genzine, dated October 1983. Contains some excellent writing
and artwork, and Is duplicated immaculately on US Quarto Twiltono - even the pages with different coloured inks are
damn near perfect! This 90 page zine contains articles by Rich Coad, Dave Langford, Stu Shiftman, Susan Wood and
others, with art by Harry Bell, Tom Foster, Ken Fletcher, Marc Schirmeister and more, not forgetting the substantial
material contributed by Tarai himself. Minimum bid: £4. BIDS RECEIVED Mark Nelson £S.
3. GAMBIT by Ted White, issues 55 (March 1982) and 56 (August 1982). Both have Don Steffan covers and much written
material by Ted White. Issue 55 also contains articles by Lee Hoffman, Avedon Carol and Malcolm Edwards. Issue 56
contains artides by Paul Skelton and Malcolm Edwards. Issue 55 has 24 pages while 56 runs to 38 pages. Some text
Is printed using a small typeface, but dean duplication makes it all perfectly legible. Interior art by Bill Rotsler, Lee
Hoffman, Dan Steffan and others. Issues to be sold separately. Minimum bld: £5 each.
4. STILL IT MOVES issues 1 to 5 and STILL LIFE 1 by Simon Ounsley, published between 1981 and 1984, before Simon got
really ill. Great British fanwriting by Ounsley and his contributors, who indude Michael Ashley, Helen Starkey, Alon
Ferguson, Jackie Gresham, Simon Polley, Pete Lyon, Colin Greenland and Paul Vincent To be sold as a set.
Minimum bid: £6. BIDS RECEIVED Paul Vincent £8, Robert Lichtman £10.

5. BOONFARK by Dan Steffan, issues 4 to 7. More neat duplicating in many colours, more great writing and artwork. I'm
running out of superlatives and beginning to sound like a used car salesman. These are really excellent, trust me (see
what I mean?). Issue 4 (January 1981), 5 (August 1981), 6 (Spring 1982) and 7 (Fall 1982). Issues to be sold separately.
Minimum bid: £5 each.

The third round is the final round, and the highest bids quoted above ore the winning bids IF THEY ARE NOT BEATEN BY 1st
DECEMBER 1992. If I receive a higher bid for any of these items, I shall contact the person listed here to see if they wish to
increase their bid. AH items will be dispatched to the highest bidder soon after 1st December. Payment should be made in
pounds sterling, made payable to Pom Wells. If you would prefer to pay in US dollars, please contact me and I'll let you
know the amount to send to Jeanne Bowman.

Direct Sole Items
L

THE UNDSAY REPORT, Ethel Lindsay's 1962 TAFF trip report, reprinted in 1992 by Joyce Scrivner. Limited edition of
150 copies, each copy numbered individually. £3 each.

2. In the limited space remaining, 111 summarise the items listed previously which are still available.
BY BRITISH: £2.50, MEXICON 2 - The Fanzine: £2, JON SINGER FAN CLUB: £1, THE ENCHANTED DUPLICATOR: £4,
INNUENDO 12: £4, KAUFMAN COAST TO COAST: £4, THE TRANSATLANTIC HEARING AID: £2, PLATEN STORIES: £2.
Contact me if you would like further details of any of these'items, or if you would prefer to pay in US dollars.
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